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MMiles Miles Mororales, Spiderales, Spider-M-Man :an :
SpiderSpider-M-Manan
by Jason Reynolds

After a misunderstanding leads him
to be suspended from school, Miles
feels conflicted about his identity as
the new Spider-Man,until he
uncovers a plot that puts his friends
and neighborhood at risk.

Kissing LKissing Lessonsessons
by Sophie Jordan

Determined to escape her
conservative Texas hometown, a girl
with a wild reputation gives a nerdy
classmate lessons in how to attract
guys before unexpectedly falling for
her older brother, who disapproves of
her methods.

The DivinersThe Diviners
by Libba Bray

Evie O'Neill is thrilled when she is
exiled from small-town Ohio to New
York City in 1926, even when a rash
of murders thrusts Evie and her
uncle, curator of The Museum of
American Folklore, Superstition,
and the Occult, into the thick of the
investigation.

Princess in WPrincess in Waitingaiting
by Meg Cabot

Princess Mia Thermopolis is
introduced to her Genovian
subjects, and more importantly,
she goes out on a date with the
newly appointed Royal Consort
Michael Moscovitz.

HHawkawk
by James Patterson

Growing up in gritty, post-apocalyptic
New York City, 17-year-old Hawk, a
teen who is not aware of her relation
to Max, gives up her search for her
biological family before realizing that
she is being targeted by an assassin.

Dear JDear Justyustycece
by Nic Stone

Incarcerated teen Quan Banks writes
letters to Justyce McCallister, with
whom he bonded years before over
family issues, about his experiences
in the American juvenile justice
system.

LLair oair of Drf Dreams : a Divinerseams : a Diviners
nonovvelel
by Libba Bray

After revealing herself as a Diviner,
Evie O'Neill investigates a series of
mysterious deaths and becomes a
target of someone who is threatened
by her ability.

InInfinityfinity
by Sherrilyn Kenyon

When fourteen-year-old Nick
Gautier's best friends try to kill him,
he is saved by a mysterious warrior
and introduced to a world of
malevolent supernatural beings and
those who fight them, the immortal
Dark-Hunters.
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